FIRST WEEK END  
PASSES GRANTED

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY EN-
JOINED IN CAMP TALENT

BATES ESTABLISHED A NEW RECORD IN IMPROMPTU PROGRAMS SATURDAY

ARTISTIC SUITABLY CELEBRATED AT BATES

IMPROMPTU PROGRAM ARTISTICALLY CELEBRATED AT BATES

SATURDAY

Bates established a new record in impromptu celebrations Monday in connection with the Freshman organization. As usual, the organization was well attended, and a goodly number of the men who were present were interested in the performances.

The budget has been passed on by the appropriation committee, and the students have already begun to plan their programs for the coming year. The students are looking forward to a successful year, and are planning to make the most of the opportunities that are available.

BOWDOIN VS. BATES NEXT SATURDAY

LAST GAME OF SEASON ON GILDERSEYM FIELD

Saturday afternoon Bates will play the Bowdoin B. S. T. C. on Gilderseym field. The game will be played in the usual manner and a very good game is expected. Bowdoin started the season in a losing bunch, but Bates has been steadily gaining so that the present stand in the conference will be won by Bates.

The Bates team will be a good one, and the players should be able to give a good account of themselves.

FUMBLES AGAIN DEFATE THE BATES OUTPLAYS N. H. CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT FIRST WEEK END

BY RAY \n
NEXT SA.TURDAY

Bates outplays N. H. Chemistry Department

For the second time this year the Bates football team outplayed their opponents. The Bates team has been the only team to outplay the N. H. Chemistry Department.

In the last game the Bates team was able to hold their own against the top rated teams in the conference. The Bates team played well, and was able to score several touchdowns. The team is looking forward to a successful season.

The Bates team has been working hard throughout the season, and is looking forward to a successful season. The team is looking forward to a successful season.
JUMP TO MEN

Lieutenant Colonel says the boys have had just to get used to it or never hear the last of it.

A man who will steal a bar of soap may be a thief, but he is not a soldier.

The promoters of the Pink Tea would hold a session at a certain hour - let's see; let's see. It's a long time waiting for fifteen or twenty Yanks and a powder box.

It's no further from Lewiston to Sabattus than it is from Sabattus to Lewiston. The time it takes to get to Paris from Paris is Paris from Paris.

You ought to learn how to click your heels together and to use the full power of your lungs. It's a long way to where you have to go.

"A Soldier's Dream" — look in any story you see and you will see our local men right there and supervising study do not go together.

Everyone enjoyed "the man, the mask", but Wednesday AM it was the officers who were double-timing to perfection.

Have you got the right clothes on? Look in the "coeducation" exercises!

"The Liberty Theater is still playing "Shimmy, Shimmy Kooky"

We will be given a few hours pass for the public Thanksgiving Day. But not on Christmas! War or no war, stools will still be sold.

THE BATES SOILERS ENJOY ANOTHER HIRE
A Case of Fixing Up Your Troubles in the Old Kig Bag

Instructions will be given in drill on Thursday, November 3, by Commanding Officers announced that we would be expected to be present at the usual time, and at the usual place, if you are capable of being present.

One of the Privates in Parker Barracks announced that Thursday morning we will have a drill in the usual B.D. drill book.
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WAR WORK DRIVE BEING MADE ON CAMPUS
(Continued from page one)
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and other delicacies

may be termed the "educated" kind because the flavor is tastefully bottled when you partake of them.

YOUR PATRONAGE IS APPRECIATED ALWAYS
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out when you partake of them.
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